ABSTRACT

Estt.,-APTRANSCO-Shifting of headquarters of ADE/Maintenance/220KVSS/Shamshabad to 132KVSS/Imlibun in Metro Zone- Orders-issued.

(PERSONNEL SERVICES)

T.O.O.(Per-CGM/HRD&Trg)Rt.No.120

Dated:10-06-2013.

Read the following:


ORDER:

In the reference cited, the CE/Metro Zone has requested to accord permission to shift the headquarters of ADE/Maint/220KVSS/Shamshabad to 132 KVSS/Maintenance/Sub-division/Imlibun since 132 KVSS, Imlibun is centrally located in the twin cities feeding many VIP areas such as AP High Court, Koti, Abids, Osmania General Hospital, Charminar etc and further very shortly 132KV SS, Imlibun is going to upgrade to 220 KV GIS.

2. After careful examination, it is hereby ordered that the head quarters of Maintenance sub division/220 KVSS Shamshabad i.e., ADE/Maint/220 KVSS/Shamshabad shall be shifted to 132 KVSS/Imlibun, under the control of SE/O&M/400KV&SS/Mamidipally, with immediate effect.

P.RAMESH, I.A.S
JOINT MANAGING DIRECTOR
(COMML, HRD, IPC &IT)

To
The CE/Metro Zone/Hyderabad

Copy to:
SE/O&M/400KV&SS/Mamidipally
SE/TL&SS/Metro/Hyd //SE/TLC/Metro/Hyderabad
DS(Personnel) //AS(Personnel) //PO(Engg.Ser-I)
CGM(HRD&Trg) //All Functional Heads
PS to Director(Transmission)
PS to Director(Projects)
PS to Director(Grid Operation)
PS to JMD(Comm, HRD, IPC &IT)
PS to JMD(Distribution)
PS to JMD(Vigilance & Security)
PS to Director(Finance & Security)
PS to Chairman & Managing Director
CE/EA, Operation, RE&IT ------ with a request to arrange to place in website.
Pay officer//AOCPR//Dy.CCA(Audit) //RAO(EBCA)
CRS//Stock File//Spare.
C.No.CGM(HRD&Trg)/DEIT&MPP)/ADE(MPP)/A1/534/2013

FORWARDED:: BY ORDER//

T.. Ramesh I.A.S
ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER

Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced